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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Within the framework of its routine missions programme in the South Province,
the Central Control Unit (CCU), accompanied by the Independent Observer
(Global Witness), undertook a mission within Forest Management Unit (FMU) 09
006 on 22 April 2003.
Granted to the company Société Forestière Fanga (SFF), FMU 09 006 is located in
Djoum Sub-Division in the Dja and Lobo Division, and is contiguous to the
southern boundary of the Dja Reserve.
For the ongoing fiscal year (2002-2003), the SFF logging company was granted
two valid Annual Standing Volume (ASV) within this FMU. These are ASV
Nos.20 and 27.
The granting of two standing volumes during the same fiscal year violates the
principle that a standing volume cannot be renewed during the execution of a
Provisional Agreement. The mission’s purpose was to verify that boundaries are
being respected and that proper field operations documents are being kept.
During a complete tour of the Annual Standing Volume under exploitation in
FMU 09 006, the mission team observed that the SFF logging company had
committed the following acts:
o Logging timber below the Minimum Exploitable Diameter (MED) in ASV
No.27;
o Logging outside the boundaries of ASV No.20;
o Fraudulently marking cut timber.
Pursuant to the observation of these offences, the CCU established an official
statement of offence against the SFF logging company.
Based on the findings of this mission, the Independent Observer recommends:
o Pursuing the litigation opened by the CCU against the company SFF ;
o Notifying the SFF company about the amounts of fines, damages and
interests calculated on the basis of the Free-on-Board (FOB) value of the
illegally logged timber;
o Conducting an investigation - to determine why the two standing volumes
were granted to the SFF logging company in the course of the same fiscal
year, and implementing appropriate follow-up measures if warranted.
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2. EQUIPMENT USED
-

1 Toyota Hilux Pick Up
1 motorbike
3 GPS
1 Video camera
1 Digital camera
1 laptop computer

3. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission was made up of Mrs Essono Danièlle and Mr Mamene Pierre Marcel,
Controllers at the CCU; Mr Afene Obam James, Senior staff at the Forestry
Department; Mr François Issola Dipanda, Head of the Provincial Control Brigade
for the South, the Head of Local Forestry Post of Djoum and Messrs Reiner
Tegtmeyer and Serge C. Moukouri of the Independent Observer.

4. CONSTRAINTS
The description of the boundaries of the Annual Standing Volume (ASV) under
exploitation could not be found in the database of the Cartography Unit of
MINEF.

5. MISSION FINDINGS
5.1 Case summary
Forest Management Unit (FMU) 09 006, located in Djoum Sub-Division of the
Dja and Lobo Division, was granted to the SFF logging company. This FMU is
contiguous to the southern boundary of the Dja Reserve. The company SFF works
in partnership with the Société des Grumes du Cameroun (EGC) logging company.
The mission team encountered the latter during the field mission. Two standing
volumes, namely ASV Nos.20 and 27 were granted to the SFF logging company
for the current fiscal year (2002-2003).
5.2 Mission’s Observations
a. Logging beyond the boundaries of Operations Permit No. 20
The mission determined that the SFF logging company carried out logging
activities beyond the boundaries of ASV No.20. This was done by transposing the
sketch used by the logging company of the standing volume under consideration
onto a 1/200,000e map. This operation allowed members of the mission to
determine the geographic co-ordinates of the title and transfer them into GPS
(Global Positioning System) devices. The team then took geo-reference (GPS)
points along roads, exploitation and hauling tracks in the standing volume under
consideration (see map below).
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Map: Logging out of boundaries of Standing Volume No.20

b. Fraudulent use of title markings
Timber logged out of boundaries was marked ASV No.20. Since logs can only
carry the mark of the standing volume from which they were legally felled, the act
committed by the SFF logging company constitutes fraudulent use of forestry
administration marks, as outlined in Section 156 of the 1994 law.
c. Logging below minimum exploitable diameter
The mission also observed two cases of tree felling involving trees below the
minimum exploitable diameter (MED). After measuring the two iroko tree stumps
(see photograph below) carrying DF10 numbers 417974-20 and 417988-30, the
mission made formal note of the offence. This act is generally considered
comparable to the unauthorised felling of protected trees, punishable under
Section 155 of the 1994 Law. These acts also constitute a violation of forestry
regulation governing the keeping of accurate field operations documents.
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Photo: Stump of a felled iroko measuring under the minimum exploitable
diameter permitted

d. Granting of two operations permits in one and the same fiscal year
The SFF logging company obtained two Annual Standing Volumes (No.20 and 27)
for the ongoing fiscal year (2002-2003). ASV No.20 was renewed and ASV No.
27 granted anew (see Appendix 1).
Representatives of the SFF company claim that the renewal of ASV No.20 was
justified on the grounds of an incomplete inventory that resulted in unsatisfactory
exploitation in the 2001-2002 fiscal year. As a result, the Director of Forestry
requested that the Minister of the Environment and Forestry grant two operations
permits to the SFF logging company in the current fiscal year (see Appendix 2).
The ministerial Decision contradicts the principles governing annual standing
volumes during the provisional agreement period. In fact, the holder of a FMU
cannot obtain two standing volumes in the same fiscal year while the terms of the
provisional agreement are in effect. Article 7 of Ministerial Order No. 222 of 25
May 2001 stipulates that only a concessionaire who is holder of a final agreement
can be granted two operations permits in the same fiscal year.
Information collected at the Sub-Department of Forest Inventories and
Management (SDFIM) at the time of writing show that the management plan of
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FMU 09 006 has not yet been approved. Consequently, the SFF logging company
is ineligible to receive benefit from two standing volumes in the same fiscal year.
Furthermore, Article 40 of the same Ministerial Order No. 222 states that no
renewal of a standing volume is permitted during the provisional agreement
period. As of date the SFF logging company had not yet been granted a final
agreement.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The mission took note of the granting of two standing volumes to the SFF logging
company in the same fiscal year. Also, the SFF logging company was found to
have committed the following violations :
o Logging timber below the Minimum Exploitable Diameter (MED) in ASV
No.27;
o Logging outside the boundaries of ASV No.20;
o Fraudulently marking cut timber
Pursuant to the observation of these offences, the CCU established an official
statement of offence against the SFF logging company.
Based on the findings of this mission, the Independent Observer recommends:
o Pursuing the litigation opened by the CCU against the company SFF ;
o Notifying the SFF company about the amounts of fines, damages and
interests calculated on the basis of the Free-on-Board (FOB) value of the
illegally logged timber;
o Conducting an investigation - to determine why the two standing volumes
were granted to the SFF logging company in the course of the same fiscal
year, and implementing appropriate follow-up measures if warranted.
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